Preclinical evaluation of taxane-binding peptide-modified polymeric micelles loaded with docetaxel in an orthotopic breast cancer mouse model.
We developed a novel taxane-binding peptide (TBP) modified, biodegradable polymeric micelle that overcomes limitations of drug loading and poor serum stability typically seen with particle delivery, leading to enhanced pharmacokinetics and tumor distribution of docetaxel (DTX). The use of the taxane-binding peptide to increase docetaxel loading is particularly compelling as it takes advantage of a known intracellular binding mechanism in a new way. Docetaxel is a potent chemotherapeutic with a therapeutic index often limited by the toxicity of the excipients that are necessary to enhance its solubility for intravenous delivery. Our polymeric micelle has terminal furan groups that enable facile antibody Fab conjugation by Diels-Alder chemistry for targeted delivery. Compared to the conventional ethanolic polysorbate 80 formulation (Free DTX), our nanoparticle (NP DTX) formulation exhibited a two-fold increase in exposure and tumor accumulation. Notably, the reduced toxicity of the NP DTX formulation increased the therapeutic index and allowed for higher dosing regimens, with a maximum tolerated dose (MTD) 1.6-fold higher than that of the Free DTX formulation, which is significant and similar to enhancements observed in clinical products for docetaxel and other drugs. These improved properties led to enhanced mouse survival in an orthotopic model of breast cancer; however, the targeted formulation of Fab-NP DTX did not further improve efficacy. Together, these results clearly demonstrate the benefits of the TBP-modified polymeric micelles as promising carriers for docetaxel.